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INTRODUCTION

1. The Standing Committee on the Law of Trademarks, Industrial Designs and
Geographical Indications (hereinafter referred to as “the Standing Committee”) held its second
session, first part, in Geneva from March 15 to 17, 1999.

2. The following States members of WIPO and/or the Paris Union for the Protection of
Industrial Property were represented at the meeting:  Algeria, Andorra, Argentina, Armenia,
Australia, Austria, Belgium, Benin, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, China, Côte d’Ivoire,
Croatia, Czech Republic, Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Denmark, Ecuador,
Estonia, Ethiopia, Finland, France, Georgia, Germany, Greece, Guatemala, Hungary, India,
Indonesia, Iran (Islamic Republic of), Israel, Italy, Japan, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Lao
(People´s Democratic Republic), Latvia, Lithuania, Mexico, Morocco, Nepal, Netherlands,
Nigeria, Norway, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Qatar, Republic of Korea, Republic of
Moldova, Romania, Russian Federation, Senegal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sri Lanka,
Sudan, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkmenistan, Turkey, Ukraine, United Kingdom,

                                                
*  Subject to adoption at the second session, second part, of the SCT.  Following comments received
on the Draft Report (document SCT/2/5 Prov.), paragraph 67 was modified.
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United States of America, Uruguay, Venezuela, Vietnam, Yemen (71).  The European
Communities were also represented.

3. The following intergovernmental organizations took part in the meeting in an observer
capacity: Organization of African Unity (OAU), Benelux Trademark Office (BBM).

4. Representatives of the following international non-governmental organizations took part
in the meeting in an observer capacity:  American Intellectual Property Law Association
(AIPLA), Asian Patent Attorneys Association (APAA), Association of European Trade Mark
Owners (MARQUES), European Brands Association (AIM), European Communities Trade
Mark Association (ECTA), International Association for the Protection of Industrial
Property (AIPPI), International Chamber of Commerce (ICC), International Federation of
Industrial Property Attorneys (FICPI), International League of Competition Law (LIDC),
International Trademark Association (INTA), International Wine Law Association (AIDV),
Japan Intellectual Property Association (JIPA), Japan Patent Attorneys Association (JPAA),
Max-Planck-Institut (MPI), Union of European Practitioners in Industrial Property (UEPIP),
Union of Industrial and Employers’ Confederations of Europe (UNICE) (16).

5. The list of participants is contained in the Annex of this Report.

6. Discussions were based on the following documents prepared by the International
Bureau of WIPO:  “Agenda” (document SCT/2/1), “Rules of Procedure” (document SCT/2/2)
and “Draft Provisions on the Protection of Well-Known Marks” (document SCT/2/3).

7. The Secretariat noted the interventions made and recorded them on tape.  This report
summarizes the discussions without reflecting all the observations made.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Agenda Item 1:  Opening of the Session

8. The session was opened by Mr. Albert Tramposch, Director, Industrial Property Law
Division, who welcomed the participants.

Agenda Item 2:  Rules of Procedure

9. The Standing Committee adopted the two special rules of procedure proposed in
document SCT/2/2.

Agenda Item 3:  Election of a Chair and two Vice-Chairs

10. The Standing Committee unanimously elected Ms. Lynne G. Beresford (United States
of America) as Chair, and Mr. Knud Wallberg (Denmark) and Mrs. Graciela Road D’Imperio
(Uruguay) as Vice-Chairs, for terms consisting of the calendar year 1999.
Mr. Albert Tramposch (WIPO) acted as Secretary to the Standing Committee.
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Agenda Item 4:  Adoption of the Agenda

11. The Agenda (document SCT/2/1) was adopted without modification.

Agenda Item 5:  Adoption of the Report of the First Session

12. The Report of the first session of the SCT (document SCT/1/6) was adopted, with the
addition of a new sentence in paragraph (48), to be located after the first sentence, stating that
the Delegations of Chile and Spain agreed in every respect with the position of the Delegation
of Canada.

13. The SCT approved the suggestion of the International Bureau that the procedure for
circulation of the draft Report for the present session be the same as for the first session, in
particular, that the English version of the draft Report would be circulated on the Electronic
Forum when it was completed, that the French and Spanish versions would be circulated on
the Electronic Forum when they were completed, and that the deadline for submission of
comments would be two weeks after the date of circulation of the French and Spanish
versions of the Report.

Miscellaneous

14. The Delegation of Japan presented information concerning a new retrieval service for
well-known marks operated by the Japanese Patent Office via the Internet.  The purpose of
that retrieval service was to make publicly available information concerning Japanese
well-known trademarks which were either registered as defensive marks in Japan or which
were found to be well-known marks by the Japanese Patent Office’s appeal system or by
Japanese courts.  So far, the retrieval system contained several hundred well-known
trademarks.  The Delegation of Japan expressed its hope that the system would be widely
used.

Agenda Item 6:  Draft Provisions on Well-Known Marks

15. The Standing Committee discussed the draft provisions on the protection of well-known
marks contained in document SCT/2/3.

Resolution

16. The International Bureau pointed out that while the present document suggested a
resolution to be adopted by the General Assembly of the World Intellectual Property
Organization, it would be preferable to adopt a joint resolution by the General Assembly of
the World Intellectual Property Organization and the Assembly of the Paris Union.  It
explained that the scope of the joint resolution was limited to those Member States of the
Paris Union and WIPO which were bound to protect well-known marks either under the Paris
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Convention or the TRIPS Agreement.  The intention of that limitation was to avoid the
circumstance that countries which were actually not under an international obligation to
protect well-known marks would be addressed by a resolution recommending application of
the most advanced international standards in that area.

17. As regards the notes accompanying the provisions, the International Bureau stated that
those notes would not be adopted by the Assembly of the Paris Union and the WIPO General
Assembly.  Rather, the notes would constitute an explanatory document prepared by the
International Bureau, so that, in cases of conflict between the provisions and the notes, the
provisions would prevail.

18. Three delegations and the representative of one observer organization supported the
suggestion to adopt the draft provisions in the form of a joint resolution of the WIPO General
Assembly and the Assembly of the Paris Union.

19. One delegation proposed to establish a procedure for reviewing the implementation, by
Member States, of the Joint Resolution.  In particular, it suggested that a review on a regular
basis of implementation of the draft provisions would be helpful, and suggested that training
programs and seminars be held.

20. In reply to two delegations who expressed their concern about any proposed review of
the implementation of the draft provisions, the International Bureau explained that any such
follow-up activity, including a review of the implementation of the provisions, would be of a
solely informational nature, and would merely provide an opportunity for Member States to
give and receive feed-back as regards the application of the draft provisions.  In particular, it
was pointed out that the resolution did not contain any obligation to implement the provisions.

21. One delegation asked whether there was any precedent concerning resolutions adopted
by the WIPO General Assembly or the Paris Union, recommending substantive principles.  In
reply to that delegation, the International Bureau said that the Assembly of the Paris Union
had adopted, in 1992, guidelines concerning the interpretation of Article 6ter of the Paris
Convention (documents P/A/XIX/1 and 4), and that the WIPO General Assembly had
adopted, in 1995, a resolution concerning the implementation of the cooperation Agreement
between the World Trade Organization and WIPO (document WO/GA/XVI/7).  The latter
was accompanied by a Resolution of the Assembly of the Paris Union concerning
interpretation of Article 6ter in the context of the cooperation Agreement
(documents P/A/XXIV/1 and 2).

22. The representative of the European Communities stated that, while he supported the
draft Resolution in principle, he suggested that the wording of the resolution be amended to
take into account procedures within the European Communities with respect to
recommendations.

23. In conclusion, it was agreed that the Resolution would be adopted with the following
wording:
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“Joint Resolution

The Assembly of the Paris Union, and the General Assembly of the World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO),

Recognizing that protection for well-known marks must be provided, under the
Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property, and under the Agreement on
Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS), by Member States of the
Paris Union and of WIPO that are bound to apply the relevant provisions of those
treaties, and by certain intergovernmental organizations;

Recommends, to each such Member State to protect well-known marks in
accordance with the provisions contained herein;

Recommends, to each Member State of the Paris Union or of WIPO, which is also
a member of an intergovernmental organization that has competence in the area of
trademarks, to bring to the attention of that organization the possibility of protecting
well-known marks in accordance, mutatis mutandis, with the provisions contained
herein.”

Draft Article 1:  Definitions

24. Item (i).  This item was adopted as proposed, subject to redrafting for taking into
account the fact that the draft provisions will be adopted in the form of a Joint Resolution of
the WIPO General Assembly and the Assembly of the Paris Union.

25. Item (ii).  This item was adopted as proposed.

26. Item (iii).  After some discussion it was decided to adopt this item, subject to replacing
the word “responsible” with the word “competent.”  One delegation suggested that the notes
could state that a competent authority was meant to refer to competence for the enforcement
of well-known marks against conflicting marks, business identifier and domain names.

27. Item (iv).  It was pointed out that, since the resolution would not directly address
intergovernmental organizations, the term “territory” was not needed in the draft provisions.
As a consequence, it was decided that this item would be deleted, and that the term “territory”
would be deleted throughout the draft provisions, with the appropriate consequential changes.

28. Item (v).  This provision was adopted as proposed.

29. Item (vi).  This provision was adopted as proposed.

30. Note 1.5.  One delegation was of the opinion that the example for a domain name given
at the end of note 1.5 was not correct and should therefore be deleted.  The International
Bureau replied that the example used (“wipo.int”) was composed of a second level domain
name and a top level domain name, and that it was therefore a valid example of a domain
name.  The International Bureau further explained that a third level domain name or a
sub-directory within a unified resource locator (URL) was not covered by the definition of
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domain name, because those were aspects of a URL which did not depend on registration, but
could be chosen by the user.  Cases of conflicts between well-known marks and third level
domain names or sub-directories would therefore be covered by Article 4 and not by Article 6.

Draft Article 2:  Determination of Whether a Mark is a Well-Known Mark in a Territory of a
Member State.

31. Paragraph (1)(a).  One delegation declared that the words “any circumstances” would
need clarification.  Another delegation suggested to use the term “factor” instead of
“circumstance.”  A number of delegations and the representative of one observer organization
supported the text as proposed.  In particular, it was pointed out that the word “circumstances”
was broader in its scope than the word “information” or the word “factor,” and that it should
therefore be kept in the text.  In conclusion, paragraph (1)(a) was adopted as proposed.

32. One delegation stated that, since Article 2(1)(a) referred to any circumstance, the
wording of note 2.2 would have to be amended accordingly, in particular, the term “evidence”
would have to be changed.

33. Paragraph (1)(b).  This sub-paragraph was adopted as proposed.  It was decided to
keep, in note 2.6, the reference to use of the mark on the Internet.

34. Paragraph (1)(c).  The Delegations of China and Brazil declared that, while they could
support this sub-paragraph in principle, they had concerns about the inclusion of the case
where none of the factors enumerated in Article 2(1)(b) would be relevant.

35. A number of representatives of observer organizations supported the proposed text.  It
was pointed out by those representatives that Article 2(1) did not constitute a checklist of
exhaustive character which had to be complied with, but was merely of an illustrative nature.

36. In conclusion, the following wording for the second part of Article 2(1)(c) was adopted:

“In some cases all of the factors may be relevant.  In other cases some of the factors may
be relevant.  In still other cases none of the factors listed may be relevant, and the
decision may be based on additional factors that are not listed in sub-paragraph (b),
above.  Such additional factors may be relevant, alone, or in combination with one or
more of the factors listed in sub-paragraph (b), above.”

37. Paragraph (2)(a).  This paragraph was adopted as proposed.

38. In reply to one delegation, the International Bureau explained that items (i), (ii) and (iii)
in paragraph (2)(a) were of an illustrative nature, as expressed by the words “shall include, but
shall not necessary be limited to,” and that note 2.12 would be amended in order to make that
point clear.

39. Paragraph (2)(b).  This paragraph was adopted as proposed.
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40. The Delegation of the United States declared that it withdrew the reservation which it
had previously expressed with regard to Article 2(2)(b), and said that it now supported the text
as it was proposed.

41. The Delegation of Sweden opposed the drafting of Article 2(2)(a) and (b), on the
grounds that each of the items would constitute a separate relevant sector of the public.

42. Paragraph (2)(c).  This sub-paragraph was adopted with the square brackets removed,
subject to the replacement, in the Spanish text, of the words “será considerada” by the words
“podría ser considerada.”

43. Paragraph (2)(d).  This sub-paragraph was adopted with the square brackets removed,
and the text within square brackets retained.

44. The Delegation of Mexico declared that it did not support Article 2(2)(d), since under its
national law, a mark had to be known by Mexican nationals in order to be considered to be
well known.  In reply to that Delegation, the Chair pointed out that Article 2(2)(d) was not an
obligatory provision, and that a Member State would be permitted, but would not be required,
to protect a mark as a well-known mark even if the mark was not well-known in that State.

45. Paragraph (3)(a).  This sub-paragraph was adopted as proposed, subject to the
replacement, in item (ii), of the words “any territory other than the territory of the Member
State” by the words “any jurisdiction other than the Member State.”

46. The Delegation of Canada stated that it had reconsidered its position since the last
meeting of the SCT, and that it could now accept that the rights of owners of well-known
marks should be protected regardless of whether those well-known marks were registered or
not.  However, it retained its reservations concerning certain provisions of Article 4, which
would be discussed later.

47. The Delegation of Uruguay reserved its position regarding Article 2(3)(a), since its
national legislation did not provide for the protection of well-known marks without
registration, or without the filing of an application for registration of the presumed
well-known mark.

48. Paragraph (3)(b).  This sub-paragraph was adopted as proposed, subject to the
replacement of the words "in one or more territories other than the territory of the Member
State" by the words "in one or more jurisdictions other than the Member State."

Draft Article 3:  Protection of Well-Known Marks;  Bad Faith

49. Paragraph (1).  This paragraph was adopted as proposed.

50. Paragraph (2).  One delegation declared that it would prefer the use of the wording of
the Paris Convention relating to “unfair” practices instead of “bad faith.”  Various delegations,
as well as a representative of an intergovernmental organization and a representative of an
observer organization, supported the term “bad faith” which is explicitly mentioned in
Article 6bis(3) of the Paris Convention.  One delegation, endorsed by a representative of an
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intergovernmental organization, considered this paragraph redundant in light of the provisions
in Articles 4 and 5, and was concerned that the provision could be interpreted to require bad
faith as a condition for determining that a mark is a well-known mark.  It was agreed to clarify
the latter point in the notes.  The paragraph was adopted as proposed, subject to changing the
words “this Part” to “Part II of these provisions.”

Draft Article 4:  Conflicting Marks

51. Paragraph (1)(a).  This paragraph was adopted as proposed.

52. Paragraph (1)(b).  The introductory words of this paragraph were adopted as proposed.

53. The Delegation of Spain declared that, in its opinion, the protection provided for
well-known marks under Article 4(1)(b) should be dependent on the registration of the
well-known mark, and that it therefore opposed that provision.

54. Item (i).  This item was adopted as proposed.

55. Items (ii) and (iii).  These items were the subject of an extended debate.  A number of
delegations said that they were opposed to those items as they were presented because, in the
opinion of those delegations, the protection provided for well-known marks under those items
was too broad.  Other delegations and the representatives of a number of observer
organizations supported the text as it was proposed.

56. In conclusion, items (ii) and (iii) were adopted as proposed, subject to the addition of a
new sub-paragraph (bbis), based on a joint suggestion of the Representatives of AIPPI and
INTA,  which would be worded as follows:

“(bbis)  Notwithstanding Article 2(3)(a)(iii), for the purpose of applying
sub-paragraph (b)(ii) and (iii), a Member State may require that the well-known mark be
well known to the public at large.”

57. The Delegations of Brazil and Argentina declared that, before they could state their final
position on this provision, they would have to consult the authorities in their capitals.

58. In reply to the question of one delegation, the International Bureau explained that it was
not intended that the draft provisions would deal with conflicts between well-known marks
and protected geographical indications or appellations of origin, and that this would be
reflected in the notes.  The notes would also emphasize that the provisions were a minimum
standard.

59. Paragraph (1)(c).  The discussion of this sub-paragraph was based on the following
redraft presented by the International Bureau:

“(c) Notwithstanding paragraphs (2) to (4), a Member State shall not be required
to apply:
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(i)  paragraph (a) to determine whether a mark is in conflict with a
well-known mark, if the mark was used or registered, or an application for its
registration was filed, in or in respect of the Member State, in respect of goods and/or
services which are identical or similar to the goods and/or services to which the well-
known mark applies, before the well-known mark became well known in the Member
State;

(ii)  paragraph (b) to determine whether a mark is in conflict with a well-
known mark, to the extent that mark was used, was the subject of an application for
registration, or was registered, in or in respect of the Member State for particular goods
and/or services, before the well-known mark became well known in the Member State;

except where the mark has been used or registered, or the application for its registration
has been filed, in bad faith.”

60. The sub-paragraph was adopted as presented in the preceding paragraph.

61. It was noted that, in the Spanish text, items (i) and (ii) would have to be aligned in order
to correspond to the English text.

62. Paragraph (2).  This paragraph was adopted as proposed.  It was agreed that the notes
would clarify that, in proceedings referred to in this and the subsequent paragraph, a Member
State would apply the substantive rules under its own law.

63. Paragraph (3).  The Delegations of Japan and the Republic of Korea suggested that the
time period which was allowed for initiating invalidation procedures should be counted from
the date of registration rather than the date of publication of the trademark, thereby using the
same method as set out in the Paris Convention.  The representative of an observer
organization pointed out that this caused practical difficulties in cases where there was a delay
in publication of registration.

64. The Chair pointed out that the calculation of the time limit as of the date of publication
of the registration seemed to be the most equitable solution, since this was the earliest time as
of which the owner of a well-known mark could obtain knowledge of registration of a
conflicting mark.

65. The Delegation of Canada proposed to replace the Latin words “ex-officio” in
sub-paragraph (b) by the words “on its own initiative.”

66. The Delegation of the Philippines declared that it could not support the period provided
for in sub-paragraph (3)(a), since under the law of its country an action for invalidation of the
registration was prescribed after a five-year period.

67. After some discussion, during which one delegation observed that the date on which the
fact of registration was made public by the Office would be determined in accordance with the
applicable law of a Member State, the following text was adopted for paragraph (3)(a) and (b):
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“(3) [ Invalidation Procedures]  (a)  The owner of a well-known mark shall be
entitled to request, during a period which shall not be less than five years beginning
from the date on which the fact of registration was made known to the public by the
Office, the invalidation, by a decision of the competent authority, of the registration of a
mark which is in conflict with the well-known mark.

(b) If the registration of a mark may be invalidated by a competent
authority on its own initiative, a conflict with a well-known mark shall, during a period
which shall not be less than five years beginning from the date on which the fact of
registration was made known to the public by the Office, be a ground for such
invalidation.”

68. Paragraph (4).  This paragraph was adapted as proposed, subject to the addition of the
word “beginning” after the words “five years.”

69. It was agreed that the notes accompanying this provision would point out that the
question of whether knowledge by a licensee of the use of a conflicting mark was attributable
to the owner of the well-known mark would be dealt with under national law.

70. Paragraph (5).  Discussion of this paragraph was based on a redraft prepared by the
International Bureau, in which the paragraph would be divided into two paragraphs, of which
paragraph (5) would read as follows:

“(5) [No Time Limit in Case of Registration or Use in Bad Faith]

(a) Notwithstanding paragraph (3), a Member State may not prescribe any
time limit for requesting the invalidation of the registration of a mark which is in
conflict with a well-known mark if the conflicting mark was registered in bad faith.

(b) Notwithstanding paragraph (4), a Member State may not prescribe any
time limit for requesting the prohibition of the use of a mark which is in conflict with a
well-known mark if the conflicting mark was used in bad faith.

(c) In determining bad faith for the purposes of this paragraph, the
competent authority shall take into consideration whether the person who obtained the
registration of or used the mark which is in conflict with a well-known mark had, at the
time when the mark was used or registered, or the application for its registration was
filed, knowledge of, or reason to know of, the well-known mark.”

71. The text of paragraph (5) was adopted as reproduced in the preceding paragraph.

72. It was pointed out that, in the French text of sub-paragraph (5)(c), the words “ou du
dépôt d’une demande d’enregistrement y relative” had to be added to conform to the English
text.

73. With regard to note 4.12, it was agreed that the text of this note should be changed in
order to reflect that sub-paragraph (5)(c) presented one possible criterion that could be used in
order to determine bad faith, and was not the only applicable test for that purpose.  The notes
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would also reflect that the phrase “any time limit” in paragraphs (5)(a) and (b) referred to the
time limit set out in paragraphs (3) and (4).

74. It was agreed that cases in which a mark could not be used because of force majeure
should be dealt with under national law, in compliance with the existing international norms
regulating that question.

75. New Paragraph (6).  After some discussion, new paragraph (6), which was suggested by
the International Bureau based on part of former paragraph (5), was adopted as follows:

“(6) [No Time Limit in Case of Registration Without Use]  Notwithstanding
paragraph (3), a Member State may not prescribe any time limit for requesting the
invalidation of the registration of a mark which is in conflict with a well known mark, if
that mark was registered, but never used.”

76. The Delegation of Uruguay declared that it could not yet give its final approval to that
paragraph.

77. The Delegation of the United Kingdom asked whether this provision would conflict
with a provision under its national law allowing an owner to register a trademark without
using it for a certain time.  The International Bureau responded that paragraph (6) simply
ensured that proceedings could be brought, but that existing national principles would be
applied in those proceedings.

Draft Article 5:  Conflicting Business Identifiers

78. The representatives of several observer organizations suggested that this Article could
be accommodated into Article 4 with a re-wording of the latter Article.

79. Paragraph (1)(a).  The introductory words of this provision were adopted as proposed.

80. Item (i).  This item was adopted as proposed.

81. Items (ii) and (iii).  These items were adopted as proposed, subject to the addition of the
following new sub-paragraph (abis) to paragraph (1)(a):

“(abis)  Notwithstanding Article 2(3)(iii), for the purposes of applying
paragraph (a)(ii) and (iii), a Member State may require that the well-known mark be
well known to the public at large.”

82. The delegations of Brazil and Argentina declared that, before they could state their final
position on this provision, they would have to consult the authorities in their capitals.

83. Paragraph (1)(b).  This provision was adopted with the same modifications as those
adopted in Article 4, resulting in the following text:

“(b) A Member State shall not be required to apply paragraph (a) to determine
whether a business identifier is in conflict with a well-known mark if that business
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identifier was used or registered, or an application for its registration was filed, in or in
respect of the Member State, before the well-known mark became well known in or in
respect of the Member State, except where the business identifier was used or registered,
or the application for its registration was filed, in bad faith.”

84. Paragraph (2).  It was agreed to delete this paragraph in its entirety.

85. Paragraph (3).  This paragraph was adopted as proposed, subject to addition of the
word “beginning” after the words “five years.”

86. The Delegation of Argentina expressed a reservation as regards the adoption of this
paragraph.

87. The Delegation of Brazil declared that it could not express any opinion on this
paragraph and thus would reserve its position.

88. Paragraph (4).  In consequence of the omission of paragraph (2), text referring to
cancellation of a business identifier was deleted from this paragraph.  A redraft, suggested by
the International Bureau, of the remaining text of the paragraph was adopted as follows:

“(4) [No Time Limit in Case of Registration or Use in Bad Faith]

(a) Notwithstanding paragraph (3), a Member State may not prescribe any time
limit for requesting the prohibition of the use of a business identifier which is in conflict
with a well-known mark if the conflicting business identifier was used in bad faith.

(b) In determining bad faith for the purposes of this paragraph, the competent
authority shall consider whether the person who obtained the registration of or used the
business identifier which is in conflict with a well-known mark had, at the time when
the business identifier was used or registered, or the application for its registration was
filed, knowledge of, or reason to know of, the well-known mark.”

Draft Article 6:  Conflicting Domain Names

89. The International Bureau made a presentation on the current status of the WIPO Domain
Name Process.

90. A number of delegations were of the opinion that adoption of Article 6 was premature at
this point in time, and that the subject needed further discussion within the SCT.  In particular,
questions relating to jurisdiction and applicable law needed to be answered before work could
progress in that area.  It was suggested by one delegation that the work should be put on hold
until other relevant work in WIPO was completed.

91. A substantially equal number of delegations, and a number of representatives of
observer organizations, supported adoption of the text as it was proposed.  It was said by those
delegations and representatives of observer organizations that the problem of
misappropriation of well-known marks through unauthorized domain name registration was
pressing and that international action was urgently needed.  It was further pointed out that
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omitting proposed Article 6 would send an erroneous message concerning the willingness of
the international community to take firm action against acts of trademark piracy on the
Internet.

92. After discussion and informal consultations, and based on the proposal of one
delegation, supported by several other delegations, it was decided that the International
Bureau would redraft Article 6 in order to limit its scope to protection of well-known marks
against acts of domain grabbing or cybersquatting, as referred to in the final clause of
paragraph (1)(a)(ii).  The International Bureau would make a provisional redraft of Article 6
available on the SCT Electronic Forum for further comments and discussion, and the resulting
text would be included in square brackets.  It was further agreed that Article 6 would be
discussed at the second session, second part, of the Standing Committee.  At that meeting, the
Standing Committee would take a final decision, without any further substantive amendment,
whether it would recommend the redrafted Article 6 to the Assembly of the Paris Union and
the WIPO General Assembly for adoption, or whether it would omit that Article from the
proposed Joint Resolution.

Future work

93. The SCT agreed that the second part of the second session of the SCT would be held
from June 7 to 11, in Geneva, and that the agenda would consist of two substantive items.
The first item would be consideration of the accuracy of the redrafted provisions of  Articles 1
to 5, based on the conclusion of the present meeting, on the understanding that they would not
be reopened for substantive discussion;  adoption of those Articles as a Proposed Joint
Resolution concerning Provisions on the Protection of Well-Known Marks, to be submitted
for adoption by the Paris Union Assembly and the WIPO General Assembly in
September 1999;  and the taking of a decision on whether to include Article 6, without
substantive amendment, in the Proposed Joint Resolution.  The second item would be a
discussion concerning the use of trademarks on the Internet.  In addition, there would be an
item on the agenda to discuss future work concerning geographical indications and other
issues currently before the SCT.

94. One delegation suggested that, in future meetings of the SCT, participants could
informally meet during the second hour of the lunch break in order to exchange views on
issues of common interest relating to industrial property.  The International Bureau took note
of that suggestion, and declared that the possibility of providing meeting rooms for those
meetings would be studied.

Agenda Item 7:  Brief summary by the Chair

95. The Chair presented a draft Summary (document SCT/2/4 Prov.) and received
comments from the participants.

Agenda Item 8:  Closing of the Session

96. The chair closed the second session, first part, of the Standing Committee.

[Annex follows]
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ALGÉRIE/ALGERIA

Chems-Eddine ZELACI, Conseiller, Mission permanente, Genève

ALLEMAGNE/GERMANY

Jutta FIGGE (Mrs.), Counsellor, Trademark Division, Ministry of Justice, Berlin

Hans-Christian METTERNICH, Head, Trademark Division, German Patent and Trademark
Office, Munich

ANDORRE/ANDORRA

Eusebi NOMEN, Advisor to the Governor for I.P., Ministry of the Presidency, Andorra
La Vella

ARGENTINE/ARGENTINA

Marta GABRIELONI (Sra.), Consejero, Misión Permanente, Ginebra

ARMÉNIE/ARMENIA

Sarkis KHANTARDJIAN, President, Armenian Patent Office, Yerevan

AUSTRALIE/AUSTRALIA

Ross WILSON, Registrar of Trade Marks, IP Australia, Trade Marks Office,
Woden ACT

Barbara BENNETT (Mrs.), Deputy Registrar of Trade Marks, IP Australia, Trade Marks
Office, Woden ACT
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AUTRICHE/AUSTRIA

Robert ULLRICH, Senior Legal Officer, Legal Division, Austrian Patent Office, Vienna

Ewald GLANTSCHNIG, Minister Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva

BELGIQUE/BELGIUM

Monique PETIT (Mme), conseiller adjoint, Ministère des affaires économiques, office de la
propriété industrielle, Bruxelles

BÉNIN/BENIN

Lola Juliette AYITÉ (Mme), directrice, Centre national de la propriété industrielle (CENAPI),
Ministère de l’industrie et des petites et moyennes entreprises, Cotonou

BRÉSIL/BRAZIL

Luiz Cesar GASSER, Second Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva

Augusto Sergio DO ESPIRITO SANTO CARDOSO, Director for Trademarks, National
Institute of Industrial Property, Ministry of Industry, Commerce and Tourism, Rio de Janeiro

Márcio Heidi SUGUIEDA, Specialist in Public Policy and Governmental Administration,
Ministry of Development, Industry and Commerce, Brasilia

BULGARIE/BULGARIA

Chtiriana VALTCHANOVA-KRASTEVA (Mrs.), Legal Adviser, Disputes Department,
Patent Office, Republic of Bulgaria, Sofia

CANADA

Alan TROICUK, Legal Counsel, Department of Justice, Industry Canada Legal Services, Hull

Suzie BEAULIEU (Mrs.), Legal Policy Analyst, Intellectual Property Policy Directorate,
Industry Canada, Ottawa

Quan-Ling SIM, First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva
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CHILI/CHILE

Vladimir GARCÍA-HUIDOBRO, Jefe del Departamento de Propiedad Industrial, Ministerio
de Economia, Santiago

CHINE/CHINA

REN Gang, Head, Supervision and Administration Division, Trademark Office of the State
Administration for Industry and Commerce, Beijing

CÔTE D’IVOIRE

Kidio COULIBALY, sous-directeur, Office ivoirien de la propriété industrielle (OIPI),
Ministère du développement industriel et des PME, Abidjan

CROATIE/CROATIA
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Zagreb

DANEMARK/DENMARK

Knud WALLBERG, Head of Division, Danish Patent Office, Taastrup

ÉQUATEUR/ECUADOR

Frederico MENESES, Ministro, Misión Permanente, Ginebra

Marco Antonio ARMAS MUÑOZ, Jefe del Departamento Legal, Dirección Nacional de
Propiedad Industrial (IEPI), Instituto Ecuatoriano de Propiedad Intelectual, Quito

ESPAGNE/SPAIN

María Teresa YESTE (Sra.), Consejera Técnica, Departamento de Signos Distintivos, Oficina
Española de Patentes y Marcas, Madrid
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ESTONIE/ESTONIA

Ingrid MATSINA (Miss), Deputy Head, Trademark Department, The Estonian Patent Office,
Tallinn

Eha RUDI (Miss), Head, Legal Service of Law Department, The Estonian Patent Office,
Tallinn

ÉTATS-UNIS D’AMÉRIQUE/UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Lynne G. BERESFORD (Mrs.), Attorney-Advisor, Office of Legislative and International
Affairs, Patent and Trademark Office, Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.

Timothy TRAINER, Attorney Advisor, Patent and Trademark Office, Department of
Commerce, Washington, D.C.

Eleanor MELTZER (Ms.), Attorney Advisor, Patent and Trademark Office, Department of
Commerce, Washington, D.C.

ÉTHIOPIE/ETHIOPIA

Andualem Demissachew HAILU, Head, Legal Service, Ministry of Trade and Industry,
Addis Ababa

FÉDÉRATION DE RUSSIE/RUSSIAN FEDERATION

Valentina ORLOVA (Mrs.), Head, Department of the Theory and Practice of Industrial
Property, Russian Agency of Patents and Trademarks, Moscow

Svetlana GORLENKO (Mrs.), Vice Head, Department of the Theory and Practice of
Industrial Property, Russian Agency of Patents and Trademarks, Moscow

FINLANDE/FINLAND

Sami SUNILA, Government Secretary, Ministry of Trade and Industry, Helsinki

Hilkka NIEMIVUO (Mrs.), Deputy Head, Trademark Division, National Board of Patents and
Registration, Helsinki
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FRANCE

Agnès MARCADÉ (Mme), chef du Service des affaires juridiques et contentieuses, Institut
national de la propriété industrielle, Paris

Gilles REQUENA, chargé de mission du Service des affaires juridiques et contentieuses,
Institut national de la propriété industrielle, Paris

GÉORGIE/GEORGIA

David GABUNIA, Director General, Georgian National Intellectual Property Center,
(SAKPATENTI), Tbilisi

GRÈCE/GREECE

Emmanuel ANTONOPOULOS, juriste, Direction de la propriété commerciale et industrielle,
Ministère du développement, Athènes

GUATEMALA

Carlos Eduardo ILLESCAS-RIVERA, Director, Registro de la Propiedad Industrial de
Guatemala, Guatemala

Beatriz Mendez (Mrs.), Permanent Mission, Geneva

HONGRIE/HUNGARY

Vera ADLER (Mrs.), Head, Trademark Department, Hungarian Patent Office, Budapest

Gyula SOROSI, Head, National Trademark Section, Hungarian Patent Office, Budapest

INDE/INDIA

Subhash CHANDRA, Deputy Secretary to the Government of India, Department of Industrial
Development, Ministry of Industry, New Delhi

Homai SAHA (Mrs.), Minister, Permanent Mission, Geneva
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INDONÉSIE/INDONESIA

Bantan NUGROHO, Third Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva

IRAN (RÉPUBLIQUE ISLAMIQUE D’)/IRAN (ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF)

Mohsen BAHARVAND, Third Secretary and Legal Advisor, Permanent Mission, Geneva

ISRAËL/ISRAEL

Howard Zvi POLINER, Special Counsel, Ministry of Justice, Patent Office, State of Israel,
Jerusalem

ITALIE/ITALY

Pasquale IANNANTUONO, conseiller juridique, Office des accords de propriété
intellectuelle, Ministère des affaires étrangères, Rome

Sante PAPARO, Directeur, Division des marques, Bureau italien des brevets et des marques,
Ministère de l’industrie, Rome

JAPON/JAPAN

Masayuki MIYASHITA, Director, Trademark Examination Standards Office, Japanese Patent
Office, Tokyo

Hirofumi AOKI, Assistant Director, Trademark Division, First Examination Department,
Japanese Patent Office, Tokyo

Kenichi IOKA, Deputy Director, International Affairs Division, General Administration
Department, Japanese Patent Office, Tokyo

Satoshi MORIYASU, First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva

JORDANIE/JORDAN

Mohammad KHREISAT, Director, Trademarks Registration and Industrial Property
Protection, Ministry of Industry and Trade, Amman
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KAZAKHSTAN

Antonina ASHKINAZI (Mrs.), Head, Department of Trademarks and Industrial Designs,
National Patent Office, Almaty

KENYA

Stella Muthoni MUNYI (Miss), Assistant Registrar-General, Kenya Industrial Property
Office, Nairobi

Juliet GICHERU (Mrs.), First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva

RÉPUBLIQUE DÉMOCRATIQUE POPULAIRE LAO/LAO PEOPLE’S DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLIC

Nheune SISAVAD, Director General, Department of Intellectual Property, Standardization
and Metrology, Vientiane

LETTONIE/LATVIA

Dace LIBERTE (Miss), Head, Department of Trademarks and Industrial Designs, Patent
Office of the Republic of Latvia, Riga

Normunds LAMSTERS, Deputy Head of Department of Trademarks and Industrial Designs,
The Patent Office of the Republic of Latvia, Riga

LITUANIE/LITHUANIA

Lina MICKIENÉ (Mrs.), Head, Legal Division, State Patent Bureau of the Republic of
Lithuania

Romas ŠVEDAS, Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva

MAROC/MOROCCO

Dounia ELOUARDI (Mlle.), Office marocain de la propriété industrielle, Casablanca
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MEXIQUE/MEXICO

Arturo HERNÁNDEZ BASAVE, Ministro, Misión Permanente, Ginebra

NÉPAL/NEPAL

Bharat Bahadur THAPA, Director General, Department of Industries, Ministry of Industry,
Kathmandu

NIGÉRIA/NIGERIA

Nicholas Agbo ELLA, Third Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva

NORVÈGE/NORWAY

Debbie RØNNING (Miss), Head, Trademark Section, Norwegian Patent Office, Oslo

Jostein SANDVIK, Legal Adviser, Norwegian Patent Office, Oslo

PAYS-BAS/NETHERLANDS

Wim VAN DER EIJK, Legal Counsel, Bureau for Industrial Property Office, The Hague

Nicole HAGEMANS (Mrs.), Legal Advisor, Ministry of Economic Affairs, The Hague

PHILIPPINES

Josephine SANTIAGO (Mrs.), Deputy Director General, Intellectual Property Office, Makati
City

Ma. Angelina STA. CATALINA (Mrs.), First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva
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POLOGNE/POLAND

Maciej KRAWCZYK, spécialiste principal, Office des brevets de la République de Pologne,
Varsovie

Jolanta DABROWSKA (Miss), Customs Officer, Central Board of Customs, Division of
Protection of Intellectual Property Rights, Warsaw

Bozena WTOCH (Mrs.), Customs Officer, Central Board of Customs, Division of Protection
of Intellectual Property Rights, Warsaw

PORTUGAL

Ruy SERRÃO, vice-président, Institut national de la propriété industrielle, Lisbonne

QATAR

Ahmed Yousef AL-JEFAIRI, Head, Trademarks Section, Ministry of Finance, Economy and
Commerce, Doha

RÉPUBLIQUE DE CORÉE/REPUBLIC OF KOREA

Won-Joon KIM, Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva

Joong-Hyo KIM, Senior Director, Trademark and Design Policy Planning Division, Korean
Industrial Property Office, Taejon

Yong-Sun KIM, Deputy Director, Trademark and Design Policy Planning Division, Korean
Industrial Property Office, Taejon

Sam Sup MOON, Deputy Director, International Cooperation Division, Korean Industrial
Property Office, Taejon

RÉPUBLIQUE POPULAIRE DÉMOCRATIQUE DE CORÉE/DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE’S
REPUBLIC OF KOREA

An Myong HUN, First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva
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RÉPUBLIQUE DE MOLDOVA/REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA

Eugen M. STASHKOV, Director General, State Agency on Industrial Property Protection
(AGEPI), Kishinev

RÉPUBLIQUE TCHÈQUE/CZECH REPUBLIC

Eva TESAROVÁ (Mrs.), Head of the Trademark Section II, Industrial Property Office of the
Czech Republic, Prague

ROUMANIE/ROMANIA

Alexandru Christian STRENC, directeur général adjoint, Office d’état pour les inventions et
les marques, Bucarest

Constanta MORARU (Mme), chef du Départment juridique des relations internationales,
Bucarest

Aloma POPESCU (Mme), examinateur, Département des marques, Office d’état pour les
inventions et les marques, Bucarest

ROYAUME-UNI/UNITED KINGDOM

Roger John WALKER, Senior Policy Advisor, The Patent Office, Newport

David MORGAN, Head, Trademarks Examination, The Patent Office, Newport

SÉNÉGAL/SENEGAL

Khaly Adama NDOUR, Conseiller, Mission permanente, Genève

SLOVAQUIE/SLOVAKIA

Eugen ZÀTHURECKÝ, Director, Law and Legislation Department, Industrial Property,
Banská Bystrica
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SLOVÉNIE/SLOVENIA

Vesela VENIŠNIK (Mrs.), Head, Trademarks and Models Department, Slovenian Intellectual
Property Office, Ljubljana
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Office, Ljubljana

SRI LANKA

Gamage Dushyantha Dilip Kumar PERERA, Assistant Director, National Intellectual Property
Office, Sri Lanka, Colombo

SOUDAN/SUDAN

Aisha Abuelgassim HAGHAMED (Ms.), Legal Advisor, Ministry of Justice, Khartoum

Adullahi ALAZREG, Minister Plenipotentiary, Permanent Mission, Geneva

SUÈDE/SWEDEN

Per CARLSON, Judge, Court of Patent Appeals, Ministry of Justice, Stockholm

Linda BERGIUS (Miss.), Legal Officer, Swedish Patent and Registration Office, Stockholm

SUISSE/SWITZERLAND

Anja HERREN (Mme), chef adjoint de la division des marques, Institut fédéral de la propriété
intellectuelle, Berne

TURKMÉNISTAN/TURKMENISTAN

Firuza GUSEINOVA (Miss), Head, Trademark and Design Department, Patent Office of
Turkmenistan, Ashgabat

Larisa PCHENITSYNA (Miss), Deputy Chief, Trademark and Design Department, Patent
Office of Turkmenistan, Ashgabat
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TURQUIE/TURKEY

Mustafa SENO /8��+HDG��7UDGHPDUN�'HSDUWPHQW��$QNDUD

Sadettin AKIN, Trademark Assistant Expert, Ankara

UKRAINE

Mykola MAIMESKOUL, Ambassador, Permanent Mission, Geneva

Valeriy PETROV, Chairman, State Patent Office of Ukraine (SPOU), Kyiv

Lyudmyla MENYAYLO (Mrs.), Head, Patenting and Licensing Department, State Patent
Office of Ukraine (SPOU), Kyiv

Iryna KOZSHARSKA (Mrs.), Head, Law and Patent Policy Department, Kyiv

Andrii HURZHII, Deputy Head, Department of Science, Education and Humanitarian
Development, Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, Kyiv

URUGUAY

Graciela ROAD D´IMPERIO (Sra.), Directora de la Asesoría Letrada de la Dirección National
de la Propiedad Industrial, Montevideo

VENEZUELA

Jesús Alberto LOPEZ CEGARRA, Coordinador de Marcas y otros Signos Distintivos, Servicio
Autónomo de la Propiedad Intelectual, Caracas

David José VIVAS EUGUI, Attaché, Permanent Mission, Geneva

VIETNAM

Tran Cam HUNG (Mrs.), First Secretary , Permanent Mission, Geneva

YÉMEN/YEMEN

Abdu Abdullah ALHODAIFI, Director, Industrial Property Protection Administration, Ministry
of Supply and Trade, Sana’a
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COMMUNAUTÉS EUROPÉENNES (CE)/EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES (EC)†

Erik NOOTEBOOM, Principal Administrator, Commission of the European Communities,
Brussels

Marianne GUMAELIUS (Ms.), Principal Administrator, European Commission, Brussels

Panayotis GEROULAKOS, Head, Office for Harmonization in the Internal Market (Trade
Marks and Designs), Alicante

Detlef SCHENNEN, Head, Legislation and International Legal Affairs Service, Office for
Harmonization in the Internal Market (Trade Marks and Designs), Alicante

Roger KAMPF, First Secretary, European Commission, Permanent Delegation to the
International Organisations, Geneva

II.  ORGANISATIONS INTERGOUVERNEMENTALES/
INTERGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

ORGANISATION DE L’UNTÉ AFRICAINE (OUA)/ORGANIZATION OF AFRICAN
UNITY(OAU)

Venant WEGE-NZOMWITA, observateur permanent adjoint, permanente de l’Organisation
de l’Unité Africaine à Genève

BUREAU BENELUX DES MARQUES (BBM)/BENELUX TRADEMARK OFFICE (BBM)

Edmond Leon SIMON, directeur adjoint de la Division application des lois, La Haye

III.  ORGANISATIONS NON GOUVERNEMENTALES/
NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

Association internationale des juristes du droit de la vigne et du vin (AIDV)/International
Wine Law Association (AIDV):  Chantal PEGAZ (Maître, Lyon);  Isabelle ROUJOU DE
BOUBEE (Dr.) (chargée d’enseignement, Université de Versailles, Lyon);  Renaud BOTH
(stagiaire avocat, Lyon);  Gerbert RANBAUD (Maître, Lyon)

                                                
† Sur une décision du Comité permanent, les communautés européennes ont obtenu le statut de

membre sans droit de vote.
† Based on a decision of the Standing Committee to accord the European Communities status as a

Member without a right to vote.
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American Intellectual Property Law Association (AIPLA):  Griffith PRICE, Jr., (Chairman,
Trademark Law Practice Group, Washington, D.C.)

Association asiatique d’experts juridiques en brevets (APAA)/Asian Patent Attorneys
Association (APAA):  Ashraf ALI (Member, Trademarks Committee, Karachi)

Association communautaire du droit des marques (ECTA)/European Communities Trade
Mark Association (ECTA):  Doris BANDIN ABAD (Mrs.) (Secretary, Law Committee,
Madrid)

Association des industries de marque (AIM)/European Brands Association (AIM):
Dawn FRANKLIN (Ms.), (Representative, Bucks, England)

Association des propriétaires européens de marques de commerce (MARQUES)/ Association
of European Trade Mark Owners/(MARQUES) :  Tove GRAULUND (Mrs.) (Vice Chairman,
Leicester)

Association internationale pour la protection de la propriété industrielle (AIPPI)/International
Association for the Protection of Industrial Property (AIPPI):  Gerd F. KUNZE (Executive
Vice-President, Chexbres)

Association internationale pour les marques (INTA)/International Trademark Association
(INTA):  Frederick W. MOSTERT (President, London);  Bruce J. MACPHERSON
(Director, External Relations, New York)

Chambre de commerce internationale (CCI)/International Chamber of Commerce (ICC):
Gonçalo MOREIRA RATO (Lawyer, J.E. Dias Costa, Lisbon)

Fédération internationale des conseils en propriété industrielle (FICPI)/International
Federation of Industrial Property Attorneys (FICPI):  Guido JACOBACCI

Japan Intellectual Property Association (JIPA):  Nobuhide HAYAKAWA (Member,
Trademark Committee, Tokyo)

Japan Patent Attorneys Association (JPAA):  Atsushi OSHIMA (Chairman, Trademark
Committee, Tokyo);  Keiko KIKUCHI (Member, Trademark Committee, Tokyo)
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Ligue internationale du droit de la concurrence (LIDC)/International League of Competition
Law (LIDC):  François BESSE (avocat, Lausanne)

Max-Planck-Institut (MPI):  Annette KUR (Ms.) (Senior Researcher, Munich)

Union des confédérations de l’industrie et des employeurs d’Europe (UNICE)/Union of
Industrial and Employers’ Confederations of Europe (UNICE):  Gerhard BAUER (Member,
Trademarks Working Group, Stuttgart);  David H. TATHAM (Member, Trademarks Working
Group, Bruxelles)

Union des praticiens européens en propriété industrielle (UPEPI)/Union of European
Practitioners in Industrial Property (UEPIP):  Anne KEUNE (Mme), (observatrice, Genève)

IV.  BUREAU/OFFICERS

Président/Chairman: Lynne G. BERESFORD (Ms.) (États-Unis d’Amérique/
   United States of America)

Vice-présidents/Vice-Chairmen : Graciela ROAD D´IMPERIO (Mrs.), Uruguay
Knud WALLBERG, Danemark/Denmark

Secrétaire/Secretary: Albert TRAMPOSCH (OMPI/WIPO)
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V.  BUREAU INTERNATIONAL DE L’ORGANISATION MONDIALE
DE LA PROPRIÉTÉ INTELLECTUELLE (OMPI)/

INTERNATIONAL BUREAU OF THE
WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ORGANIZATION (WIPO)

Division du droit de la propriété industrielle/Industrial Property Law Division:
Albert TRAMPOSCH (directeur/Director);  Marcus HÖPPERGER (chef, Section des
indications géographiques et des projets spéciaux/ Head, Geographical Indications and Special
Projects Section), Denis CROZE (chef, Section du droit des marques/Head, Trademark Law
Section), Martha PARRA-FRIEDLI (Mrs.) (consultant/Consultant), Christian WICHARD
(consultant/Consultant)
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